- Consider widening the path 12" to 18" on each side. Add raised curb to retain mulch and protect beds; Add 18" conc walk behind curb; Replace concrete at edge of driveway.
- Potential to Restore & Reinstall Fence Along Western Edge
- Aerate soil & resod
- Consider concrete pad. Add planting to frame and block views. Top-dress soil and aerate and reseed or resod.
- Adjust Grading of 3' Soft Surface Trail
- Remove existing shrubs and replant along the N side & NE edges
- Consider widening the path 12" to 18" on each side. Add raised curb to retain mulch and protect beds; Add 18" conc walk behind curb; Replace concrete at edge of driveway.
- Remove soil, replace concrete and raise curb.
- Consider concrete pad. Add planting to frame and block views. Top-dress soil and aerate and reseed or resod.
- Adjust Flood Lights So As Not To Shine On Adjacent Residences.
- Potential Restoration of Historic Fountain
- Replace Historic Chestnut Tree
- Move trash enclosure away from historic fence and entry. Replace with a more appropriate design. If it cannot be moved or replaced, paint timber black or use new composite wood to match the fence.
- Adjust Grading of 3' Soft Surface Trail
- Potential to Restore & Reinstall Fence Along Western Edge
- Remove soil, replace concrete and raise curb.
- Consider concrete pad. Add planting to frame and block views. Top-dress soil and aerate and reseed or resod.
- Adjust Flood Lights So As Not To Shine On Adjacent Residences.
- Potential Restoration of Historic Fountain
- Replace Historic Chestnut Tree
- Consider Sculpture in the Park
- Expand Woodland Discovery Area
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